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Week 11:
Australia’s Most Dangerous Animals
Pete: So, the only thing I remember this week from the news was a shark
attack1 in Western Australia. Did you hear about that one?
Ian: Yes. Yeah.
Pete: That the... I think the guy was diving for... I don't know if it was
abalone2 or some kind of...
Ian: Something.
Pete: Something. Yeah... But I think his fins3 and shorts appeared
somewhere.
Ian: Yes.
Pete: And they...
Ian: Oops!
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Pete: Yeah. That's it, so it looks like a great white got him4. How common
are shark attacks in Australia, dad?
Ian: Not…
Pete: They're not something that people should be worried about.
Ian: No. If you're worried about shark attacks then you would never cross
the street.
Pete: If you were giving it equal…
Ian: Because you are a thousand times more likely to be run over by a car
than you are to be bitten by a shark.

Pete: Yep. Or at least die in a car accident. Yeah.
Ian: And that's not even killed by a shark, that's being bitten by a shark.
Pete: Yeah, but that's one of those things. People always freaking out
about5 the animals, right? And I was reading a post... I can't remember who
said this the other day about going to the US6... Oh! It was on the Joe
Rogan Podcast. Great podcast if you guys don't know of it, but it was an
Australian guy, and he was asked about Australian animals versus7
American animals. And Joe Rogan's obviously like, you know, "Australia's
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fucked8, you've got crocs, you got sharks, you got snakes, you got spiders,
you got, you know, insects up the wazoo9." And this guy's a hunter. And
he's like, "Mate, for the last 12 months, I've seen two snakes in the wild10
every single day.".
Ian: Oh yeah, exactly.
Pete: Right? So, and then it was funny because he was like, "The thing
that's fucked up11 is that I come to the US and in the first week I've seen 30
rattlesnakes."
Ian: Yeah!
Pete: And he's like, "What's up with that?12 Like we have deadly snakes in
Australia, but you never see them. But in the US, rattlesnakes at least…,"
you know, I guess that's the what? The western part of the continent there
in the dry areas are everywhere.
Ian: Yeah. I was on a day trip to... A four-wheel-drive trip13 down into the
Grand Canyon in Arizona a few years ago and the guide, while he was
talking to us, gave us the warning about, you know, he said, “In Arizona,
everything will prick you, stick you, bite you, sting you, or will make you sick
if you eat it." And we think of Australia as being dangerous in the outdoors,
but it really isn't.
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Pete: Yeah. Well, and I'm sure from your experience14 travelling around

Australia, meeting people, doing biology at university as well, I'm sure that
the majority of people you know who've been bitten by any of those animals
probably worked with them or you got too close to them…
Ian: Yep. Yep.
Pete: …whilst working with them.
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: So, for me, one of the guys I know who has been bitten by a Taipan15
was Ross. I’ve… He's on the podcast talking about snakes and what to do

if you get bitten by them. And he was in, I think Western Australia there and
was trying to photograph one and just misjudged16 how close he was to the
animal. And it got his hand. But obviously, you know, he was right there in
front of it... He's a snake expert, too, and he was right in front of it.
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: He got bitten by it, which is, you know, much more common than the
average person just walking here in Australia.
Ian: Yeah, I think the average people17 who get bitten by snakes, and this
is sort of a bit of folklore18. I don't know that there's been a lot of
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documented studies of it, but I suspect it is true that the majority of people
who get bitten by snakes are trying to kill them.
Pete: Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. With a shovel19 or...
Ian: They're actually getting too close. They trying to hit them with a stick or
hit them with a shovel or do something like that, you know.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: The snakes... Most snakes that you see are going to be sleeping
Pete: or they're going to be pissing their butt while they're running off in the
other direction.
Ian: Yeah, because they will have taken off20 before you get to see them.
Pete: Well, I remember that being... I think it was the You Yangs. Was that
where we were when I shat myself21?
Ian: No! It was up at the Mount Alexander, yeah, near Bendigo.
Pete: Was it? Okay. So, we were near Bendigo. And I remember... you
could tell the story if you want. Do you remember it?
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Ian: Oh, I didn't see the actual event. All I remember is seeing you bolting22
out of the Bush!
Pete: With my dick out! So, like, yeah, without getting too crass23, the story
is that I had to really go to the toilet. I was busting to take a piss24. And I
walked off the track, which is quite common.
Ian: Pete was about 10 years old at the time. Let’s put this into context25.
Pete: Yeah. It wasn't last week. And so, I walked off the track. I sort of

scurried26 a little bit down the mountains. And there were those... I guess
the bush here is really dry.
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: You know, sunlight hits the ground. So, a lot of snakes do come out
and sunbathe27 in these areas.
Ian: And, yeah, lots of leaf litter and stuff like that as well. So…
Pete: Lots of rocks. And so, I was getting ready to take a piss28. I, you

know, pulled the member out and was getting ready. And as I looked down,
there was a brown snake at my feet, asleep, just curled up. And as soon as
I moved, it lifted its head. But it didn't have time, I was out of there29. And I
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shat myself, like, I was screaming, like, "There's a fucking snake!". And the
snakes probably just gone back to sleep. But yeah, that was the closest
encounter I think I've had apart from catching one up at the farm when I
was a little kid.
Ian: Yeah. A baby one.
Pete: That was in winter, it didn't count30. What about funnel webs? Should
you be worried about them comparatively with sharks, crocodiles and
snakes?
Ian: Yeah, probably. But again, very few people get bitten by them.
Pete: These are funnel web spiders, guys.
Ian: We don't have them in Melbourne.
Pete: They're in Sydney, right? Well, actually, we do. But they’re Sydney
funnel web… We’ve got funnel web spiders here.
Ian: We have… Not in Melbourne. In Victoria we have… yeah, we have a
different species of funnel web spider that will…
Pete: I didn’t realise…
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Ian: … that the venom31 will take y ou a lot longer to kill you than the one in
Sydney. But the Sydney funnel web, as it is not officially known, but often
called...
Pete: At least it gives you a warning and its name. Where not to go. Yeah.
Ian: Yeah. And the look, the big challenge with them is that they are
relatively32 common, but they also live in just backyard gardens33.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: You know, they live in... They'll build their funnels, as they're called
because they're attack predators34. They sit in a funnel web.
Pete: So, they've dug in a little tunnel.
Ian: They build a little tunnel, build a funnel around it, and then sit in it

waiting. And when something comes past, they’ll leap out35 and bite it…
Pete: And pull it back in.
Ian: And pull it back in.
Pete: Yeah.
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Ian: So, most people who get bitten by them are out doing gardening. You
know, they'll just be picking up leaf litter36 or raking over stuff, you know,
with their hands and get bitten on their hand. So…
Pete: I think they're kind of frightening because they... another part of their
biology, especially for the males, is that the males will wander around37
actively in, I think, the spring season…
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: …maybe the end of winter, spring, looking for females to mate with.
And I think for them, they're kind of in a tumultuous38 situation, too…
Ian: And they’re aggressive and…
Pete: …because quite often they get eaten by the female, right?
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: So, the males will go around and they look for anything that's a hole
or a warm, damp39 location hoping there's a female in there. And so, if you
leave your shoes outside, they're likely to go in that and they can get in

pools and you can… they can live. They trap the air with the hairs on their
on their body.
Ian: On their body.
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Pete: And so, they don't die very quickly when they fall in the pools. If
you're swimming around in the backyard pool, you can touch one.
Ian: But yeah, I… again, I haven't looked at the statistics, but I don't... I
can't remember the last time a person in Australia died of a spider bite.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: There's lots of occasions of spider bites. But we’re… we're so good
now, the science is so good with the antivenins40 to… If you get to hospital
in time, then, you know, you're cured fairly quickly.
Pete: Looks like here there'd been no deaths in Australia that have been
confirmed from a spider bite since 1979.
Ian: Yeah. There you go.
Pete: So, there you go. What's that? Almost forty years.
Ian: Forty years. Yeah.
Pete: Yeah, and not since anti-venom was brought in41 for the red back
spider in the funnel web. And I think they're the only two spiders in Australia
that’ve killed people.
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Ian: That are deadly42. That are deadly. Yeah.
Pete: But there was a funny story I remember in the news a while back
about the redback spider, and these things are everywhere. Like…
Ian: Oh, yeah, you’ll have them in your yard here.
Pete: Yeah. And well, I remember going up to nanna and grandpa's farm
and he had a big arse43 shed for equipment and cars out in the backyard
that's made out of, what, corrugated iron44 or whatever it is.
Ian: Yeah. Yeah.
Pete: Huge, you know, metal shed and there used to be hundreds of them
around underneath the coping45 under the shed that was holding it up.
Ian: Yep.
Pete: They would be everywhere. But there was a guy in the news last
year, who got bitten on the penis twice by the same spider. So, he was a
tradie46 and went to the… he went to the outdoor dunny47 they had there
and there was a spider under… the under the toilet seat that got him. But
he went to the hospital. And then next week when he came back, he
obviously didn't think to lift the seat up…
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Ian: Didn't think! He was a bit slow48! A bit slow!
Pete: …and got done again. Yes. So that is a legit49 story that was in there.
Ian: Well, there's that old folk song50, modern folk song in Australia about
the red back on the toilet seat.

Pete: Is there? I don’t think I know it.
Ian: Yeah. Oh, look it up51. Don't ask me to sing it! But, yeah… And that's a
common one because, again, they live in know, dark, damp places…
Pete: Underneath…
Ian: …and outback toilets are a great little spot for them.
Pete: But they’re another one of those animals that you'll only really see if
you go looking for them really. And they’re…
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: For me, I always remembered finding them because I'd be lifting up
rocks looking for lizards and skinks and, you know, frogs and stuff at the
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farm or out in the bush52. And every time we lift up a rock and you see
those white balls, that you know that they're the…

Ian: That’s the eggmass53. So, there’ll be a big female hanging around.
Pete: …the eggmass, from a big female.
Ian: Yeah. And look, you know, redbacks are… yes, the venom is deadly
and they do bite, hence54, you know, people have died of redback bites.
Pete: But that's probably, too, because they don't know and they just leave
it, right?
Ian: Yeah. But they’re… the fangs are very small.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: Unlike the funnel web where, you know, they’re…
Pete: That’s frightening. They can go through your toenail.
Ian: Yeah, exactly. They’ll go through gardening gloves.
Pete: It's like a knife on the front of a spider.
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Ian: Whereas… Whereas redbacks, you could have one in the palm of your
hand and it couldn't get through the calluses55 on your fingers.
Pete: Yeah. Well…
Ian: Put it on the back of your hand and it could.
Pete: There was a guy online who free-handled a redback when he came

to Australia. Coyote Peterson or whatever his name was, the guy who's like
a wildlife YouTuber56.
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: And he came out to Australia and free handled one. Not
recommending that you do that.
Ian: No! No!
Pete: But yeah. So, I guess, yeah, dangerous animals wise57 coming to
Australia, you shouldn't really be afraid too much. I'd be more worried about
humans. You're much more likely to be, you know, killed...
Ian: Oh, look, the one dangerous animal in Australia that does kill tourists
are crocodiles.
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Pete: Well, it's probably more likely to be dogs, horses, and, you know…
Ian: Oh yeah. But there every year we have one or two tourists that, not
necessarily get killed, but get taken by58 crocodiles.
Pete: And these are quite often Australian tourists, too, right?
Ian: Oh, yeah.
Pete: People who just have no idea. They don't locals…
Ian: That’s right.
Pete: …from that area, they tend to be people who've gone north to
Queensland or the Northern Territory.
Ian: And, you know, with the estuarine59 crocodile or saltwater crocodiles,

they live in saltwater and freshwater60 and they will be up to 100, you know,
kilometres or more upstream61 in some of the large rivers in northern
Australia.

Pete: Yep.
Ian: And people go, “It's hot, it's humid all times of the year.” And I think,
“Oh, yeah, this is safe. I just I can't see anything. I'll just go for a swim.”
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Pete: “And the water's clear.”
Ian: “The water's clear.” Yeah.
Pete: Don't do it. Especially, ask…
Ian: They swim quickly. And don't camp right beside the... anyway.
Pete: Yeah. Watch Crocodile Dundee. Don't fill up your water bottle at the
edge of the water.
Ian: Yeah.
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Week 11:
Vocabulary
1. A shark attack – when a shark bites a human.
2. Abalone – an edible sea snail with a shallow ear-shaped shell lined with
mother-of-pearl and pierced with a line of respiratory holes.
3. Fins – rubber flippers worn on the feet to help you swim faster.
4. A great white got him – a great white shark attacked and killed him.
·

If an animal “gets” you, it means it attacked you successfully, whether it bite,
stung, or hit you, etc.

5. Freak out about something – become or make frightened, nervous, or wildly
excited about something.
6. The US – The United States of America.
7. Versus – compared to.
8. Be fucked – (informal) if something’s “fucked”, it’s crazy, scary, impressive,
ridiculous, etc.
9. Up the wazoo – a lot of something; too much of something.
10. In the wild – in the natural environment; in nature.
11. Fucked up – (informal) crazy, insane, impressive, shocking, etc.
12. What’s up with that? – u
 sed to ask “how can that be explained?”.
13. A four-wheel-drive trip – a journey where you drive in off-road vehicles (4WDs –
Four-Wheel-Drives).
14. From your experience – based on what you have lived and seen.
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15. A taipan – the world’s deadliest snake, which is found in Australia.
16. Misjudge something – make an incorrect estimation or assessment of something.
17. The average people – any person considered to be a normal representation of
people.
18. Folklore – a body of popular myths or beliefs relating to a particular place, activity,
or group of people.
19. A shovel – a spade; a tool for digging holes.
20. Take off – run away.
21. Shit yourself – (informal) become very scared; freak out.
22. Bolt (out of something) – run away quickly (out of something).
23. Crass – rude; showing no intelligence of sensitivity.
24. Busting take a piss – (informal) really needing to urinate.
25. Put something into context – give the relevant information to understand
something.
26. Scurry – (of a person or small animal) move hurriedly with short quick steps.
27. Sunbathe – lie in the sun to absorb the warmth or light.
28. Take a piss – (informal) urinate.
29. I was out of there – I had run out of that place; I had left quickly.
30. It didn’t count – it shouldn’t be considered valid.
31. Venom – a poison that is injected by spiders, snakes, scorpions, etc.
32. Relatively – quite; somewhat; comparatively.
33. A backyard garden – an area of earth behind your house with grass, plants, flowers,
etc.
34. An attack predator – an animal that sits and waits to ambush and capture its prey.
35. Leap out – jump out.
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36. Leaf litter – decomposing but recognisable leaves and other debris forming a layer
on top of the soil.
37. Wander around – walk or move from place to place.
38. Tumultuous – excited, confused, or disorderly.
39. Damp – slightly wet.
40. Antivenin – an antiserum containing antibodies against specific poisons, e.g. spider
venom.
41. Brought in – introduced.
42. Deadly – causing or able to cause death.
43. A big arse something – (informal) something that is very large.
·

‘Arse’ is used for emphasis.

44. Corrugated iron – a building material consisting of iron and steel sheeting bent into
a corrugated form.
45. Cope (with something) – face and deal with responsibilities, problems, or
difficulties, especially successfully or in a calm or adequate manner.
46. A tradie – (Aussie slang) a tradesman; someone who works in a trade.
47. An outdoor dunny – a toilet that is located outside.
48. Be a bit slow – not very smart or able to think quickly.
49. Legit – (Aussie slang) legitimate; real; true.
50. A folk song – a song that originates in traditional popular culture or that is written
in such a style.
51. Look it up – search for it, i.e. online or in a book.
52. Out in the bush – (Aussie slang) away from civilisation in forested areas in
Australia.
53. An eggmass – the ball of eggs laid by various creatures.
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54. Hence – the reason why; thus; as a consequence.
55. A callus – a thickened and hardened part of the skin, especially in an area that has
been subjected to friction.
56. A YouTuber – someone who makes a living creating videos on YouTube.
57. Dangerous animals wise – regarding dangerous animals.
·

‘wise’ is used following a word to mean ‘regarding’ or ‘in relation to’.

58. Get taken by something – be captured and/or killed by an animal.
59. Estuarine – living in estuaries, enclosed bodies of brackish water near the ocean.
60. Saltwater | freshwater – ocean water | water from rivers, lakes, etc. (drinkable).
61. Upstream – in the opposite direction from that in which a stream or river flows;
nearer the source.
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Week 11:
Pronunciation
1. What's up with that?
2. So, it looks like a great white got him.
3. Oh, look it up. Don't ask me to sing it!
4. It didn't have time ‘cause I was out of there.
5. Was that where we were when I shat myself?
6. People always are freaking out about the animals.
7. He just misjudged how close he was to the animal.
8. They will have taken off before you get to see them.
9. You’ve got snakes, spiders, and insects up the wazoo.
10. He went to the outdoor dunny and there was a spider under the toilet seat.
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